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Abstract

This paper investigates basic issues in contracting and information acquisition for entrepreneurial

finance. We consider an environment in which it is costly for afinancier to screen investment projects,

and uninformed investors can compete to provide funding. Ifa financier does investigate, he must choose

how carefully to investigate the project’s quality, and theactions that maximize the project’s payoff. We

then determine how the possibility of outside funding affect the nature and quality of the information

acquired by a financier, the equilibrium contracting terms,and the allocation of control rights.

We find that four distinct types of equilibria can exist. We categorize the equilibria by their real world

counterparts: venture capital finance, angel finance, bank finance and no finance equilibria. We derive

the project characteristics that support each equilibriumtype, and fully characterize each equilibrium

form, including signal choices, contract structure and welfare properties.
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1 Introduction

Three predominant forms of finance are used by entrepreneurs for initial funding of projects: bank finance,

venture capital (VC) finance, and angel finance. These forms of finance differ dramatically with respect

to ex-ante project screening and the allocation of control rights over managing the project. For example,

both VCs and angels screen projects carefully, but while VCs have extensive control rights and participate

actively in firm decision making, angels are hands-off. In contrast to theextensive screening done by VCs

and angels, most ex-ante screening done by banks is cursory.

This paper develops a theoretical model that explains why and when theseforms of finance emerge

in equilibrium. In our environment, it is costly for a financier to screen an investment project, and unin-

formed investors can compete to provide funding. If a financier investigates a potential investment project,

he chooses which aspects of the project to investigate, and how carefuleach investigation should be. In

particular, the financier can acquire information about both project qualityand about which strategic actions

should be taken. If the financier acquires sufficient information, he becomes a better judge of what should

be done than the entrepreneur. Finally, a financier who offers fundingmust design the contract offer in the

face of potential outside competition.

Competition from additional outside funding sources generates the key friction in our model. To un-

derstand how and why competition can cause a financier to distort his project investigation, suppose that

following a thorough evaluation. a financier does not offer funding. Such a decision conveys negative infor-

mation that can reduce an entrepreneur’s willingness to accept funding from less-informed investors. This

allows other potential investors to free ride on the financier’s screening and undercut contract offers that

generate the informational rent necessary to support costly informed finance. In contrast, if a financier lim-

its his investigation sufficiently, then even when the financier rejects the project, the entrepreneur may still

be sufficiently uncertain about the project’s payoff that he would accept funding from uninformed investors,

thereby discouraging uninformed competition. More generally, to discourage uninformed competition and

retain sufficient information rents to make costly information acquisition worthwhile, a financier can acquire

less information, reduce claims to the project, and conceal in the contract how to best run the project.

Our paper is the first to investigate how such outside competition affects information acquisition and

contracting, and we show that incorporating this competition can reconcile theempirical regularities char-

acterizing venture capital and angel finance documented by Gompers andLerner [18] and Kaplan and

Stromberg [26] among others. That is, we provide a coherent, unifying way in which to understand the

many empirical facets of informed finance. Equilibrium contract offers must find an optimal balance be-

tween distorting information acquisition, lowering the financier’s share, anddelegating control rights to the
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financier. Depending on project characteristics, four qualitatively different equilibria exist in our model.

• Informed Financier with Control Rights:In this equilibrium, the financier screens project quality and

action choice, retains control rights and participates actively in decision making. This form of finance

arises when (i) there is enough uncertainty about project outcomes (projects are neither too risky, nor

too safe), (ii) the financier has sufficient expertise about evaluating and managing the project, and (iii)

the entrepreneur’s preferences over actions are not too strong. Inequilibrium the financier acquires the

socially optimal amount of information about action choice, and he may or may not limit information

acquisition about project choice. We show that ex post, the entrepreneurmay regret having ceded

control rights to the financier.

• Informed Financier without Control Rights:In this equilibrium, the financier screens project quality,

and possibly action choice, but does not retain control rights. The financier provides investment advice

to entrepreneurs, but is not actively involved in managing the project. Thisform of finance arises when

(i) the project is not too unlikely to pay off, nor too safe, (ii) the financier has sufficient evaluation

expertise, and either (iii) the costs of choosing the entrepreneur’s most preferred action are not too

high, or (iv) given the financier’s information, the entrepreneur and financier would agree about how

best to manage the project.

• Uninformed Finance:If projects are too safe, and the financier’s advice about the correctstrategic

action is not too valuable, then only uninformed finance is feasible, even though it may be socially

optimal to acquire information.

• No Finance: A project that is too unlikely to payoff cannot obtain finance, even though itmay be

socially optimal to investigate the project and finance it following positive assessments.

The features of these equilibria accord well with their real world counterparts. The informed financier

with control rights corresponds closely to a venture capitalist. Gompers andLerner [18] emphasize that

venture capitalists “concentrate investments in early stage companies and high-tech industries where [their

information is valuable]”, and where venture capital input on corporate strategy is crucial. This is precisely

the prediction of our model—informed finance with control rights should arisewhen there is substantial

uncertainty about project quality and hands-on decision making is crucial.Kaplan and Stromberg’s [26] em-

pirical analysis of venture capital contracts details the extensive controlrights that are delegated to venture

capitalists, especially for firms at early development stages (see also Sahlman [30], Gompers [17], Black and

Gilson [7]). At early development stages, the venture capitalist holds an average of 65.8% of voting rights if

the firm performs well, and even more if it does not. Venture capitalists forceabout one third of entrepreneurs

out of their firms within five years (Hellmann and Puri [24]), suggesting that ex post many entrepreneurs
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regret ceding control rights to a venture capitalist. Also reflecting the importance of hands-on decision mak-

ing, Gompers and Lerner [18] find that geographical proximity is important,and the New York Times (June

12, 2000) documents that venture capitalists spend 75-85% of their time working with ongoing investments,

and only 15-25% of their time investigating new ventures. We prove that, ceteris paribus, increasing the vari-

ance of project payoffs raises the financier’s payoff. The empiricalevidence reveals that venture capitalists

focus on high-risk projects: Cochrane [11] finds that the standard deviation of the venture capitalists return

exceeds 100% and his data reveal that over 40% of project lose money ((Bernhardt and Krasa [5]). This

high uncertainty leads venture capitalists to scrutinize serious projects intensively (Fried and Hisrich [15],

Garmaise [16]), and to reject about 90% of those that they investigate (Bernhardt and Krasa [5]).

There is extensive evidence that venture capitalists are better judges of both the economic viability of

entrepreneurial projects, and of how the project should be run (see Garmaise for a summary of the ev-

idence). Most entrepreneurs typically develop only a few projects. In contrast, venture capitalists have

extensive industry experience, and are exposed to a wide variety of projects. Their extreme specialized

knowledge permits venture capitalists to distinguish winners from losers (Fenn, Liang and Prowse [13]).

Indeed, Ljungqvist and Richardson [27] document both the narrow expertise of venture capital, targeting

much of their funds to a single industry, and that venture capitalists are successful in picking winners, earn-

ing excess returns of 28% relative to the ex-ante cost of capital. While an entrepreneur’s information may

be fundamental for developing a novel product, venture capitalists are better-placed to evaluate it. That

is, entrepreneurs typically have less information than a venture capitalist about the market for its product

(and hence value), networking, or the product’s likely competition. Not only does a venture capitalist’s

experience facilitate evaluation, but it also helps them identify the appropriate marketing strategies and key

personnel (Byers [9], Bygrave and Timmons [10], Gorman and Sahlman[19], Helmann and Puri [24], and

Sapienza [31]), and reduce the time to bring a product to market (Helmann and Puri [24]).)

Informed finance without control rights corresponds closely to angel finance. Angel finance is hands-off

(Wong [35] documents this fact and the other empirical regularities below).Like VCs, angels tend to have

expertise about the projects that they finance and are more qualified than entrepreneurs to judge a project’s

merits. Our model predicts that entrepreneurs prefer angel finance to venture capital finance only if choos-

ing a particular management action matters more than maximizing profits, in which case the entrepreneur

is very concerned about giving up control rights. This theoretical result is reflected in practice both by (a)

the structure of angel finance contracts, and (b) an entrepreneur’sdecision of when to seek angel finance.

In particular, under angel finance the firm’s founders retain primary control over the firm’s board and cash

flows. Further, firms that generate enough revenues delay seeking angel finance on average by one year,

indicating that they are concerned about giving up even the limited control rights required by angel finance.
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Finally, uninformed finance corresponds closely to bank finance. Fiet and Fraser [14] and Hellmann [23]

document that U.S. banks invest in safer projects. By law, U.S. banks (incontrast to European and Asian

banks) cannot take an active hands-on role in the running of the firm, aslong as the firm is solvent. Further,

most U.S. banks devote minimal resources to evaluating (as opposed to monitoring) entrepreneurs, generally

using credit scoring programs that use only readily available data (e.g., credit history, collateral, loan size)

to determine whether to extend a loan (Akhavein, Frame and White [2], Astebro and Bernhardt [3]).

1.1 Related Literature

Our paper contributes to three research areas: (i) competition between financial intermediaries, (ii) contract

design, and (iii) information acquisition decisions by financial intermediaries.

Broecker [8] exogenously endows each potential investor with a signalabout the entrepreneur’s project,

and details conditions under which investors can earn strictly positive profits in the Bertrand equilibrium.

In contrast, we endogenize the decision to become informed by a single financier, as well as the nature

of the information that the financier acquires. For other aspects of competition between banks see Rior-

dan [29], Dell’Ariccia et al. [12], Winton [34], Yosha [36], Villas-Boas and Schmidt-Mohr [33], Matutes

and Vives [28], Smith [32].

The distortion in information acquisition that underlies our results has the flavor of the Grossman and

Stiglitz [21] noisy rational expectations result. In their paper, if the equilibrium price is fully revealing then

no information is acquired when information acquisition is costly. If, instead, there is added stochastic noise

so that the competitive equilibrium price is partially revealing (c.f., Hellwig [25]), then information may be

acquired. In what follows we determine the endogenous amount of noise that arises in equilibrium when

the financier chooses the signal quality. In particular, we determine the characteristics of the economy for

which endogenous noise can support costly information acquisition in equilibrium.

Beginning with Grossman and Hart [20], and continuing with Aghion and Bolton [1] and Hart and

Moore [22], researchers have considered the optimal allocation of cash flow and control rights when com-

plete contracts cannot be written and the interests of the contracting parties over action choices may not be

aligned. In our paper, contracts are endogenously incomplete, and the allocation of control rights may also

permit the financier to retain the informational rent necessary to make informed finance feasible.

Biais and Perotti [6] develop a related model of entrepreneurial financein which the entrepreneur must

aggregate complementary expertises frommultipleexperts to assess and implement a research project, but

has to worry about the experts stealing/free-riding on his idea/information.In contrast, in our paper, it is the

informed financier (the expert) who is concerned about free riding by uninformed parties.
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There is a limited literature on endogenous information acquisition by a financialintermediary. Bern-

hardt and Dvoracek [4] distinguish between two types of information acquisition: the evaluation prior to

a potential investment; and the monitoring of already-funded firms. They derive how the financier’s infor-

mation acquisition is affected by his stake in the firm and the liquidity of the after market for his claims.

Bernhardt and Krasa [5] consider a model in which the entrepreneur proposes the funding terms to the in-

vestor, who must first decide whether or not to investigate, and whether toprovide funding following an

investigation. The reversed order of moves eliminates the lemons problem thatis the focus of this paper.

2 The Model

Consider a potential entrepreneur with a project. The project requires one unit of external funding to be

developed. If developed, the project either pays out 0 orx̄. If the entrepreneur does not take on the project,

he can work for a reservation wage ofw > 0, which is public information. One can also interpretw as

“entrepreneurial capital,” which consists of the market value of patents and product ideas, personal capital,

under-compensated and extensive time inputs (sweat equity), reputation,connections and expertise supplied

by founders and key personnel if and only if the project is initiated.

The entrepreneur’s project can be funded either by a financier who can acquire information about the

project at a costc > 0, or by investors who do not acquire information—whom we term uninformed.

We consider a single financier who faces potential competition from uninformed investors at two stages.

First, the entrepreneur can go straight to an uninformed investor (staget = 0). Second, if the entrepreneur

originally pursued informed finance, but was unhappy with contract termsor did not receive funding, the

entrepreneur can again seek out uninformed finance (staget = 3).

We consider two dimensions of information acquisition: the project’s viability/intrinsic quality and the

best method of managing the project. A viable project may pay offx̄, while a project that is not viable always

pays 0. LetpX be the ex-ante probability that the project is viable. Whether a viable projectpaysx̄ depends

on how it is managed. We consider two payoff-relevant actions,a1 anda2. If the correct action is taken, a

viable project pays̄x. If, instead, the wrong action is chosen, the viable project paysx̄ only with probability

γ , where 0≤ γ ≤ 1, and pays 0 otherwise. The ex-ante probability that actionai is the correct action is

pai . We letX(ai ) denote the random variable describing the project’s payoff when actionai is chosen.

The entrepreneur need not be indifferent between the action choices.For example, the action choices

may correspond to whether or not to keep the entrepreneur as a managerof the firm, or which market the

firm should target. We assume that actiona1 provides the entrepreneur a private benefit ofǫ1 ≥ 0, and action

a2 provides the entrepreneur a private loss ofǫ2 ≤ 0. These aspects of the economy are common knowledge
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to the entrepreneur and investors. To capture the fact that the entrepreneur’s preferred action is more likely

to be the correct action, we assume thatpa1 ≥ 0.5. We assume that the entrepreneur’s net opportunity cost

is strictly positive, i.e.,w − ǫ1 > 0, and that private benefits matter, i.e.,ǫ1 − ǫ2 > 0.1

The financier can acquire distinct, independent signals about both the project’s viability and the correct

action choice. To emphasize the strategic incentives to limit information acquisitionwe assume that signals

of arbitrarily high quality can be acquired, and that once the information acquisition costc > 0 is paid, the

marginal cost of more accurate signals is zero. Thus, theonly reason not to acquire better information is if

superior information adversely affects the equilibrium financial contracting terms.

A signal of qualityqX ∈ [0, 1] reveals whether the project is viable with probabilityqX, and is a random

draw from the prior with probability 1−qX. A signal of qualityq8 ∈ [0, 1] reveals the correct action choice

with probabilityq8, and is a random draw from the prior with probability 1−q8. We defineσX(qX) ∈ {0, x̄}
andσ8(q8) ∈ {a1, a2} to be the realized signals about project quality and optimal action respectively, given

signal qualitiesqX andq8. Where the context is clear, we writeσX andσ8 instead ofσX(qX) andσ8(q8).

Timing of Decisions.

t=0 The entrepreneur chooses whether to seek informed or uninformed finance.

t=1 If informed finance was sought, then the financier decides whether to investigate the firm. If the finan-

cier investigates, he chooses a contingent contract that specifies signal qualities2 qX andq8, an equity

sharek, and control rights that applyonly if the financier provides funding. If, instead, uninformed

finance was sought, then the uninformed investors offer contracts that specify the share of the firm’s

payout that they will receive, and the control rights allocation.

t=2 (a) The financier privately observes signalsσX(qX), σ8(q8) and decides whether to extend finance at

the terms specified by the contingent contract; and

(b) Uninformed investors can offer contracts.

t=3 The entrepreneur either selects a contract, or rejects funding and pursues his alternative.

t=4 The financier can announce signalsσX(qX) andσ8(q8) (cheap talk).

t=5 Actions are chosen by the party with control rights and payoffs are realized.

1We only use this latter assumption to eliminate additional equilibria based on entrepreneur indifference.
2Signal qualities need not be contractible if they are observed by the entrepreneur and he can convey these signal qualities to

uninformed investors.
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2.1 Discussion of Model Assumptions

Why contingent contracts? It is advantageous for the investor to specify terms ex ante, thereby intro-

ducing commitment. Absent this commitment, the contract offer may signal information, which leads to

multiple equilibria, including the equilibrium that we identify. The other equilibria are sub-optimal from

the viewpoint of the investor because the investor gets a smaller share. Such equilibria are supported by

the entrepreneur’s beliefs that a larger share demandk indicates a bad signal realizations. By offering the

contingent contract ex ante, such equilibria are precluded, maximizing the investor’s payoff.

Venture contracts feature precisely such contingent terms. A representative contract provided to us by

Per Stromberg consists of an initial contingent contract offer that specifies the financing terms (e.g., invest-

ment levels, equity shares, dividends). Funding is contingent on a positive project evaluation by the venture

capitalist. If funding is extended, then the financing terms are those specified in the initial offer. The con-

tract offer permits the venture capitalist to back out after due diligence in thenext two months on his part:

“These terms do not constitute any form of binding contract . . . nothing contained herein shall be considered

binding until executed bybothparties . . . The investment is contingent upon. . . ”

Why a cheap talk stage? A key distinction between venture capital and angel finance concerns thealloca-

tion of control rights. In our model, the allocation of control rights corresponds to selecting the agent who

makes the action choice. A venture capitalist has control rights, while an angel delegates action choice to

the entrepreneur. An informed financier can discourage uninformed competition by concealing information

about action choices prior to the entrepreneur’s choice of financing source. Clearly, a venture capitalist can

do this simply by not taking the action until after the entrepreneur accepts his funding offer. To avoid build-

ing an unfair advantage into venture capital over angel finance, we introduce a stage after the contract has

been signed in which an angel can recommend actions to the entrepreneur,thereby communicating how the

project should be managed. In practice, angels often provide advice to entrepreneurs—which they do not

have to follow—and we want to capture this possibility.

Why competition only with uninformed investors? We provide the simplest model in which an informed

investor faces competition. One could contemplate additional competition from informed parties at the ex-

ante or ex-post stage. We will argue in Section 5 that the distortions in information acquisition and difficulty

of supporting informed finance are only reinforced by competition at the exante stage, and that two sequen-

tial stages of informed competition lead to an outcome equivalent to the one we analyze, because the first

investor will not acquire information.

In practice, for first stage finance, it is very rare for multiple venture capitalists to investigate the

same project seriously. “Venture capitalists trade information quite freely and frequently” (Paul Keaton,
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http://www.i2m.org/ftp/freepubs/0501.pdf). To eliminate simultaneous competition, contracts feature no-

shop provisions over the period where the venture capitalist is preparedto offer funding.3 After this period,

the entrepreneur can shop for other contracts, and this includes the uninformed finance that we model. The

informed investor anticipates the threat of possible competition from uninformed sources, and designs his

original contract in such a way that no competitor has an incentive to offerfunding.

3 Equilibria with Hands-Off Finance

We first characterize equilibrium outcomes when action choices are not tooimportant for outcomes, so that

it is efficient to take the entrepreneur’s preferred action. Formally, we suppose thatγ is large enough that

the expected output cost of taking the entrepreneur’s preferred action a1, even when it is “wrong,” is less

than the benefits that accrue to the entrepreneur from having his preferred action taken. As a result, it is not

necessary for the financier to investigate which action maximizes the project’spayoff, as it is optimal to set

q8 = 0 and delegate the action choice to the entrepreneur.

Theorem 1 proves that when taking the wrong action is not too costly, equilibria of the game must

correspond to solutions of the following optimization problem:

Problem 1

max
qX ,k∈[0,1]

pX

(

E[kX(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄] − 1
)

− c (1)

subject to

1. E[(1 − k)X(a1)|σX(qX) = 0] + ǫ1 ≥ w.

2. E[kX(a1)] ≤ 1.

The financier’s objective is his ex-ante expected profit given that finance is extended if and only if the project

viability signal is good, i.e. if and only ifσX(qX) = x̄. The financier chooses the project viability signal

qualityqX and equity sharek to maximize these profits.

To understand why constraints 1 and 2 must hold in equilibrium, first note thatif information acquisi-

tion is too accurate, i.e., ifqX is too close to one, then constraint 1 is violated asE[(1 − k)X(a1)|σX(1) =
0]+ǫ1 = ǫ1 < w. The left-hand side of constraint 1 is the entrepreneur’s expected payoff when the financier

receives a bad signal, whereǫ1 ≥ 0 is the private benefit that the entrepreneur receives when his preferred

action is taken. The right-hand side is the entrepreneur’s payoff when he does not pursue the project.

3In the representative contract, “the (firm) agrees to deal exclusivelywith (the venture capitalist) for a (two month) period.”
“The parties shall use their best efforts to close the transaction (within fiveweeks), but in no event, beyond (the two month period).”
(During this two-month period) “the company agrees not to pursue or respond to competitive financing from other parties.”
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To see why the financier cannot acquire such accurate information, suppose that constraint 1 is violated.

The informed financier will fund the project if and only if his signal is good.When the financier fails to

offer funding, the entrepreneur realizes that the signal was bad and when constraint 1 does not hold, a share

1 − k does not yield him an expected payoff that covers his opportunity costs,w − ǫ1. But then, even if

uninformed investors offer slightly more favorable terms to the entrepreneur, k′ < k, the entrepreneur would

reject them whenever the financier fails to offer funding. That is, the offer k′ by uninformed investors is only

accepted when the informed financier received a good signal. As a result, the financier’s gross profit must

be zero and he cannot cover his investigation costsc > 0.4

Constraint 1 ensures that if an uninformed investor offers a contract with a sharek′ < k, then the

entrepreneur would always accept the contract. Constraint 2 is then necessary for the profits from offering

k′ to be negative for allk′ < k. Theorem 1 documents that whenγ is sufficiently large, all equilibria with

informed finance are described by Problem 1.

Theorem 1

1. If, ceteris paribus,γ is sufficiently large and informed finance is offered, then the equilibrium k and

qX solve Problem 1.

2. Conversely, if the k and qX that solve Problem 1 generate a non-negative financier payoff, then forγ

sufficiently large, there exists an equilibrium with informed hands-off finance in which the financier’s

demands a share k and acquires a project viability signal of quality qX. In equilibrium, the entrepre-

neur strictly prefers informed finance to uninformed finance when constraint 2 of Problem 1 is slack,

but he is indifferent if constraint 2 binds.

The key intuition for Theorem 1 is as follows. If the loss due to taking the wrong action is small

compared to the entrepreneur’s private benefit from selecting his preferred action,a1, then social surplus is

maximized by taking actiona1, even when the action signal recommendsa2. Because the financier has all

bargaining power, the financier maximizes his own payoff by ensuring thatactiona1 is taken. He does this

by delegating the action choice to the entrepreneur.5 Note that Theorem 1 implies that entrepreneurs with

projects that ex ante are less likely to pay off gain more from having a financier investigate their merits, as

these are the projects for which constraint 2 is slack.

4There is also no mixed strategy equilibrium with excessively good information acquisition: if the financier mixed between
funding a good project and not, then indifference demands that he make zero gross profits (the profits when he chooses not to fund).
But then again the financier does not cover his investigation costs. Finally,this result generalizes to arbitrary realizations ofx as
long asw is sufficiently large, or parties are not restricted in the nature of the contracts that they offer.

5Theorem 1 also rules out other potential equilibria. For example, in one ofthese potential equilibria, the financier could extend
funding only whenσX(qX) = x̄, andσ8(q8) = a1.
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It is important to observe that along the equilibrium path, uninformed investors do not need to make

offers. Nevertheless, the threat of competition from uninformed investors influences the financier’s actions.

In particular, the financier’s contingent contract is designed so that uninformed investors cannot profitably

compete; and in equilibrium, the investors need not bother.
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Figure 1: The profit of an informed financier

The graph shows that financier’s ex-ante expected profit for the following parameter values:x̄ =
4, w − ǫ1 = 0.1, c = 0.3, γ1 = 1.

We next characterize the solution to Problem 1. Figure 1 illustrates how the financier’s equilibrium

payoffs varies with the probabilitypX that the project is viable. Theorem 2 proves that the key features

illustrated in Figure 1 hold generally. Figure 1 reveals that ifpX is too small or too large, then informed

finance is infeasible. This is obvious ifpX is small. WhenpX is large, uninformed investors would face

little risk from competing if the financier tried to retain too much surplus. As a result, uninformed investors

would be willing to compete so aggressively that the financier cannot recover the costs of investigation, even

when it is socially efficient to acquire information. Such safe projects still have a positive ex-ante NPV, and

hence receive uninformed finance.

As Figure 1 reveals, for small values ofpX where only constraint 1 binds, profits are a convex, increasing

function of pX.6 In this region,E[kX(a1)] < 1 so that any investor who offers the same contract as the

financier would lose money. Therefore, it is sufficient for the financierto generate a lemons problem—k

andqX are not limited in any other way. The intuition for the convexity is as follows. When the project

is unlikely to pay off, it is hard to make uninformed finance attractive to the entrepreneur after a negative

project evaluation—the financier must both take a small share of the firm andchoose a low signal quality.

Fixing k andqX, the financier’s ex-ante payoff would increase linearly inpX, as the objective (1) would be

6In the figure the solid line is the actual payoff. The dotted portion of the convex curve shows the financier’s profit were we to
ignore the fact that constraint 2 binds, so thatE[kX(a1)] > 1. The dotted part of the concave curve assumes that constraint 2 binds,
so thatE[kX(a1)] = 1, even whenpX is small enough that it is optimal for the financier to choose a smaller share, and to acquire
better information, instead.
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the product ofpX and a constant. But, in addition, raisingpX makes it is easier to induce a lemons problem.

As a result, the financier can increase bothqX andk without inviting uninformed competition. This increase

of k andqX raises ex-ante payoffs from linear to convex.

The financier’s ex-ante payoff function becomes concave when constraint 2 binds so thatE[kX(a1)] =
1. Once constraint 2 binds (at the tangency point of the convex and concave curves), raisingpX further

allows uninformed investors to compete more aggressively. As a result, the financier must lowerk to prevent

investors from undercutting his contract, i.e., to retainE[kX(a1)] = 1. Therefore, the linear increase in ex-

ante payoff due to the increase ofpX is dampened by the reduction ofk, causing payoffs to be concave.

Finally, because the slope of ex-ante payoffs is positive at the tangencypoint, it follows that thepX that

maximizes the financier’s ex-ante payoff is on the concave portion. Theorem 2 summarizes the key features.

Theorem 2 Indexing projects by the ex-ante probability pX that a project is viable, there exists âpX such

that for pX < p̂X only constraint 1 binds; and for pX > p̂X, both constraints 1 and 2 of Problem 1 bind.

Information acquisition about the project’s viability is always distorted, so thatqX < 1. Further,

1. Financier profits are strictly positive if and only if pX ∈ (p
x
, p̄X), where0 < p

x
≤ p̄X < 1. The

interval (p
x
, p̄X) is non-empty if and only if the information cost c is sufficiently small.

2. The financier’s payoff is a strictly convex and strictly increasing function of pX for pX < p̂X.

3. The financier’s payoff is a strictly concave function of pX for pX > p̂X with a strictly interior maxi-

mizer, p∗X. At p∗
x, the project has a strictly positive ex ante NPV.

4. Projects with pX > p̄X have a strictly positive ex ante NPV and hence receive uninformed finance.

The proof to Theorem 2 details the equilibrium values ofqX andk, that underlie the financier’s ex-

ante expected profits. Theorem 2 suggests that the financier prefers riskier projects. Still, we cannot yet

draw this conclusion aspX affects both a project’s mean return and its risk. We now show that the value

of information acquisition is greater if, ceteris paribus, the project’s variance is higher. It follows that a

risk-neutral informed financier prefers riskier projects. Positive NPVprojects that are too safe can only

receive uninformed bank finance. Thus, we can reconcile empirical findings in Fiet and Fraser [14] and

Hellmann [23], who document that banks invest in safer projects. We nowformally state this result.

Theorem 3 If the equilibrium outcomes are characterized by the solution to Problem 1 then for a given

expected project payoff pX x̄ , increasing the project variance raises the financier’s ex-ante expected profit.

Informed finance is infeasible if the project’s variance is too low.
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4 Equilibria with Hands-On Finance

We now characterize equilibrium outcomes when information about actions matters. Formally, this means

that γ < 1 and the entrepreneur’s private loss,ǫ1 − ǫ2, from taking actiona2 rather thana1 is not too

large. The financier’s information acquisition choice is now multi-dimensional: both the project viability

signal quality, and the action signal quality matter. Further, the financier’s decision about whether to extend

funding may conceivably reveal information about both the project’s viability and the optimal action choice.

Theorem 4 below details that equilibria of the game can again be characterized by the solution to a con-

strained optimization problem for the financier. In equilibrium, the financier extends funding if and only if

he receives a good signal about the project’s viability. The choice to fund a project therefore reveals infor-

mation about the project’s viability to the entrepreneur, but does not reveal information about the optimal

action. The financier “hides” his information about the right action by offering a hands-on contract that

gives him control rights. The cost of hiding this information is that the entrepreneur does not know whether

his preferred action will be chosen. The benefit is that neither uninformed investors nor the entrepreneur can

extract information about the action choice. As a result, uninformed investors cannot compete by simply

offering a sharek′ that is smaller than the sharek offered by the financier. Rather, an investor’s share must

account for these costs and benefits. We now state the optimization problem and then explain the constraints.

Problem 2

max
qX ,k,k̃∈[0,1]

pX

(

E[kX(ai )|σX(qX) = x̄, σ8(1) = ai ] − 1
)

− c (2)

subject to

1. E[(1 − k̃)X(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄] + ǫ1 = E[(1 − k)X(ai )|σX(qX) = x̄, σ8(1) = ai ] +
∑

j pa j ǫ j

2. If qX < 1 then

(2a) E[(1 − k̃)X(a1)|σX(qX) = 0] + ǫ1 ≥ w

(2b) E[k̃X(a1)] ≤ 1.

3. If qX = 1 then

(3a) E[k̃X(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄] ≤ 1.

(3b) E[(1 − k)X(ai )|σX(qX) = x̄, σ8(1) = ai ] +
∑

j pa j ǫ j ≥ w.

The argument of Problem 2 is the financier’s ex-ante expected profit. Because the contingent contract

conveys no information about the best action, uninformed investors cannot free ride on a financier’s acquired

expertise about actions. As a result, the financier choosesq8 = 1. Via constraint 1, the sharek and signal
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qualityqX determine a sharẽk with the following property: were an uninformed investor who does not know

the best action to offer̃k and the financier were to offer funding at sharek, then the entrepreneur would be

indifferent between informed and uninformed finance.7 An investor who wishes to undercut the financier’s

contingent contract must therefore ask for a sharek̃′ < k̃.

The financier has two options. One option is to generate a lemons problem foruninformed investors as

in Problem 1. That is, the financier can choose signal qualities so that if aninvestor undercut the financier’s

contract terms, then the entrepreneur would accept the investor’s offer even when the financier did not offer

funding. The financier’s other option is to exploit his knowledge about thecorrect action and acquire full

information about project viability. Because uninformed investors cannotfree ride on information about

action choice, they may not compete even if they can infer that the entrepreneur would not pursue funding

whenever the financier does not extend funding.

The financier then chooses whether or not to induce a lemons problem to maximize profits. Con-

straints 2(a) and 2(b) apply when the financier generates a lemons problem for uninformed investors, and are

hence the analogues to constraints 2 and 3 of Problem 1. Together, the constraints imply that an uninformed

investor who undercuts by offering a sharek̃′ < k̃ faces a lemons problem that results in losses.

Constraints (3a) and (3b) of Problem 2 apply when the financier chooses not to create a lemons problem

for uninformed investors. In this case, the financier choosesqX = q8 = 1 because there is no longer a

reason to distort information acquisition. Then, if the financier does not extend funding, the entrepreneur

infers that his project is certain to fail. As a result, the entrepreneur will not accept funding from other

sources. Constraint (3a) ensures that no investor wants to offer funding even knowing that the entrepreneur

would only accept their offer when the project is viable. Formally, if an investor undercuts with̃k′ < k̃ then

(3a) impliesE[k̃′X(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄] < 1, i.e., the investor loses money. Finally, constraint (3b) ensures

that the entrepreneur receives at least his outside payoff.8

Theorem 4 provides sufficient conditions for all equilibria to correspond to solutions of Problem 2.

Theorem 4 1. If, ceteris paribus,γ andǫ1 − ǫ2 are not too large, and informed finance is offered, then

q8 = 1, and k and qX solve Problem 2.

2. Conversely, if the k and qX that solve Problem 2 generate a non-negative financier payoff, then for

γ and ǫ1 − ǫ2 not too large, there exists an equilibrium with informed hands-on finance. In this

7The left-hand side of constraint 1 is the entrepreneur’s expected payoff if he accepts the investor’s contract instead of the finan-
cier’s when the financier offers funding. Thus, the expectation is conditioned onσX = x. The right-hand side is the entrepreneur’s
expected payoff from accepting the financier’s contract. The expectation is also conditioned onσ8(1) = ai , because the financier
knows the correct action. Because both actions are chosen in equilibrium, the entrepreneur’s ex-ante expected private benefit is
pa1ǫ1 + pa2ǫ2.

8As we detail in the proof of Theorem 4, constraint (3b) can only bind when uninformed finance is infeasible. This is the only
situation in which the entrepreneur’s payoff can be driven down to his outside payoff.
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Figure 2: The profit of an informed financier

The solid line in the graph shows that financier’s ex-ante expected profit for the following pa-
rameter values:̄x = 4, w = 0.1, ǫ1 = ǫ2 = 0, c = 0.3. Four different values ofpa1 are
shown.

equilibrium, the financier offers a share k and acquires a signal of qualityqX about the project’s

viability, and acquires a signal of quality q8 = 1 about the correct action choice.

Intuitively, if it is socially optimal to choose actiona2 when recommended, then it is in the financier’s

interest to select a hands-on contract and always select the recommended action. The assumptions thatγ

andǫ1 − ǫ2 are not too large—i.e., taking the wrong action is sufficiently costly and the entrepreneur does

not prefer actiona1 by too much—simply ensure that this is so.

We now solve for the optimal sharesk, k̃, and forqX that characterize the solutions to Problem 2.

Figure 2 illustrates how equilibrium payoffs vary withpa1, which captures the level of uncertainty about

how to manage the project optimally. The concave and convex portions of thefinancier’s payoffs correspond
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to when the financier induces a lemons problem. The reasoning underlying their curvature is identical to

that for Figure 1. The linear portion of the financier’s payoff applies when the financier chooses not to

induce a lemons problem. In this caseqX = q8 = 1 andk do not depend onpX, so that the financier’s

ex-ante expected payoff (2) rises linearly withpX. The financier does not induce a lemons problem when

pX is small because he must then chooseqX andk to be small; otherwise, the offer of an investor who

undercuts is only attractive to the entrepreneur when the financier also extends funding. WhenpX is higher,

the financier finds it more attractive to induce a lemons problem, as he can do so with a larger sharek and

a more accurate project viability signal. Contrasting Figures 3(a)-3(d) reveals how the financier’s choices

vary with pa1. Note that the attraction of not inducing a lemons problem is higher whenpa1 is smaller, and

is maximized bypa1 = 0.5. This is because whenpa1 is closer to 0.5, uninformed investors are more likely

to select the wrong action, raising the costs of uninformed finance to the entrepreneur.

Theorem 5 proves that the features of the financier’s payoffs depicted Figure 2 hold true generally.

Theorem 5 Indexing projects by the ex-ante probability that a project is viable, there exist p̂2
X, p̂3

X such that

1. For all pX < p̂3
X, constraint 3 applies. In this region, qX = q8 = 1, i.e., information acquisition is

not distorted, and the financier’s expected payoff is a linear, strictly increasing function of pX.

2. If p̂3
X < p̂2

X, then constraint (2a) binds but constraint (2b) does not, for all pX with p̂3
X < pX < p̂2

X.

In this region, the financier’s expected payoff is a strictly convex, strictlyincreasing function of pX,

and the financier selects qX < 1 and q8 = 1.

3. If p̂3
X < 1, then for pX > max{ p̂2

X, p̂3
X}, both constraints (2a) and (2b) bind. In this region, the

financier’s payoff is a strictly concave function of pX, and the financier selects qX < 1 and q8 = 1.

4. Financier profits are non-negative for pX ∈ [ p
x
, p̄X], where p

x
> 0 and p̄X ≤ 1. The region is

non-empty if and only if c is not too large.

Clearly, an equilibrium with informed finance only exists if the financier’s payoff is non-negative. Again,

projects will not be funded if the probabilitypX that the project is viable is too small. However, in contrast

to hands-off finance, projects withpX = 1 could receive funding, as Figures 2 (a)–(c) indicate, because the

financier’s expertise about how to manage the project may give him a sufficient informational advantage over

uninformed investors. For uninformed investors, a project withpX = 1 is only safe whenpa1 is close to one,

because the project paysx̄ only with probabilitypa1 + (1− pa1)γ . Thus,pa1 captures uncertainty about how

to manage the project optimally. For uninformed investors, this uncertainty translates into uncertainty about

the project’s payoff. It follows immediately that the financier’s ex-ante expected payoff falls as projects
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become safer in the sense thatpa1 is closer to 1. That is, the financier can derive greater profits from

projects where his expertise about actions matters. For example, if we interpreta1 as the action of retaining

the entrepreneur in charge of the firm, and actiona2 as replacing the entrepreneur, then venture capitalists

should be more likely to finance projects wherepa2 is significantly larger than 0. Consistent with this,

Hellmann and Puri [24] document that venture capitalists force about onethird of entrepreneurs out of their

firms within five years.

We have set up the game to allow the financier to convey information to the entrepreneur about the

appropriate action choice once the entrepreneur has accepted the contract. By delaying the revelation of the

correct action until after the entrepreneur accepts the financier’s funding offer, the financier makes it less

attractive for uninformed investors to compete. Clearly, if at this stage the entrepreneur’s and the financier’s

interests are aligned with regard to action choice, then the financier would want to convey the correct action

to the entrepreneur, and the entrepreneur would follow the financier’s advice. As a result, the same outcomes

could also be implemented by a contract in which the financier tells the entrepreneur the correct actionafter

the entrepreneur has accepted the contract terms. In this case, either angel or venture capital finance can be

used. If, instead, interests are not aligned because the entrepreneurwould prefer to take his preferred action

a1 even when actiona2 maximizes expected project payoffs, then the hands-on equilibrium outcomecan

only be implemented by giving the financier control rights. Thus, venture capital finance is necessary. That

is, the following is immediate.

Theorem 6 Suppose that a hands-on equilibrium exists. Then the hands-on equilibrium outcomes cannot

be implemented by giving the entrepreneur control rights if and only if the entrepreneur would strictly prefer

action a1 when a2 maximizes project payoffs, i.e., the entrepreneur and financier’s interests are not aligned.

Clearly, interests are less likely to be aligned the more the entrepreneur dislikes actiona2. However,

if the entrepreneur’s disutility from actiona2 is too large, then hands-on finance is no longer optimal, and

the financier may instead offer the hands-off contract characterized insection 3. The following theorem

characterizes projects for which hands-on finance is optimal, but interests are not aligned ex post. More

specifically, the theorem shows that interests are only aligned if the projecthas a sufficient ex-ante NPV.

Theorem 7 Consider a project with E[X(a1)|σX(1) = 1] > 1. Then ifw, ǫ1 − ǫ2, and c are not too large:

1. An equilibrium with hands-on finance exists. In this equilibrium the financier generates a lemons

problem for investors.

2. Ex post the interests of the entrepreneur and the financier with respect to action choice are not aligned

if and only if the project’s ex ante expected NPV is not too positive.
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The condition thatw, ǫ1−ǫ2, andc are not too large simply ensure that informed finance is provided and

the contract is characterized by the solution to Problem 2 subject to constraints 2(a) and 2(b). The condition

thatw is small implies that it is easy to produce a lemons problem; if the financier does not induce a lemons

problem, then he choosesqX = qφ = 1, in which case interests are always aligned. The intuition underlying

Theorem 7 is that raising a project’s ex-ante NPV raises the opportunity cost to the entrepreneur of taking

the wrong action, so that eventually interests are aligned. Thus, as long asthe financier can freely transmit

his information to the entrepreneur, the allocation of control rights to the venture capitalist is vital only for

sufficiently risky projects that have low ex-ante NPVs. The reason that the entrepreneur may seek venture

capital finance even though interests may not be aligned ex post is that it permits the venture capitalist to

exploit his expertise about action choice. In practice, interests are not aligned even when the project has a

“large” ex-ante NPV andw, ǫ1 − ǫ2, andγ are not “small”. For example, if̄x = 4, γ = 0.7, w = 0.15,

ǫ1 = 0.1, ǫ2 = −0.3, andqa1 = 0.75, then interests are not aligned as long aspX < .417, or equivalently

for projects with ex ante expected returns (netof w − ǫ1) that are less than 49.4%.

Inspection of constraint 1 of Problem 2 reveals that the entrepreneur does not gain directly from the

financier’s superior information about the correct action. This is because equilibrium contracting terms are

driven by the threat of competition from uninformed investors who cannotfree ride on this information. That

is, unless information about the correct action choice causes the financier to acquire more information about

project viability, the rents to knowing the correct action choice accrue solely to the financier. Calculations of

qX for Problems 1 and 2 reveal that the financier acquires at least as much information about project viability

with hands-on finance (Problem 2) as he would with hands-off finance (Problem 1). Further, he acquires

strictly more information as long as constraints (2a) and (2b) of Problem 2 donot both bind. Inspection

of constraint 1 of Problem 1, and constraint (2a) of Problem 2 revealthat the entrepreneur’s payoff is

monotonically increasing inqX.9 Thus, the entrepreneur gains indirectly from information acquisition about

action choice.

We now derive the analogue to Theorem 3 for hands-on finance. Thatis, consistent with the empirical

findings that we have highlighted, we now show that venture capitalists find riskier projects more attractive.

Theorem 8 Suppose it is optimal for the financier to extend hands-on informed finance. Then, fixing the

expected project payoff, increasing the project variance raises the financier’s ex-ante expected profit.

9In Problem 1 the entrepreneur’s payoff isE[(1 − k)X(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄] = E[(1 − k)X(a1)|σX(qX) = 0] qX+(1−qX)p
(1−qX)p =

(w − ǫ1)
qX+(1−qX)p

(1−qX)p , which is increasing inqX . The argument for Problem 2 is similar, except we must also use constraint 1.
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5 Discussion and Further Research Questions

We now discuss some of our assumptions and how altering them opens interesting directions for future

research.

Action choices.We only consider two action choices, but, in practice, a broader range ofaction choices

may matter. Obviously, additional actions do not change our qualitative findings if the financier does not

acquire information about actions, as the entrepreneur’s most preferred action would then be taken. The

primary difference is that, typically, with many actions, interests are not aligned for every action. For

example, interests may be aligned for all but the action of forcing the entrepreneur out of the firm. Then,

the equilibrium outcome with informed finance is either venture capital finance,in which control rights

are allocated to the financier and there is ex-post regret when the entrepreneur is fired; or angel finance,

in which the entrepreneur retains control, and the angel provides more limitedadvice about action choice.

This accords with common practice: although angels do not have control rights, they provide guidance to

entrepreneurs. The question becomes: How do angels design the adviceoptimally?

Project realizations.We consider two project realizations, 0 andx̄, to circumvent issues about contract de-

sign. With two realizations and limited liability, there are no differences between debt and equity. With more

states, debt and equity continue to be equivalent if no information is acquired and agents are risk neutral,

but they are not equivalent with informed finance. Qualitatively, our results extend if we restrict attention

to equity finance, which is the form of finance that angels and venture capitalists adopt. It is interesting that

with many possible realizations, the entrepreneur’s and financier’s interests may cease to be aligned over

whether to pursue the project, even when action choice does not matter. For example, with debt finance, the

financier would extend funding if he were sure to be repaid, but the entrepreneur would only want to pursue

the project if he would cover his opportunity cost,w. The questions become: What are the advantages or

disadvantages of informed debt versus informed equity? When are interests over funding aligned?

Other Informed Competition.We assume that there is no competition from other informed financiers, which

accords with the observation that venture capitalists rarely compete with eachother at the investigation

stage. Even so, introducing another informed financier at the investigationstage only reinforces our qual-

itative findings. In particular, in order to generate a lemons problem, the entrepreneur has to be willing to

pursue funding when he is rejected by all informed financiers. As a result, information acquisition is further

distorted by competition at the ex-ante stage, and it is more difficult to supportthe informational rent nec-

essary for informed finance. Note that modeling competition of informed financiers sequentially does not

alter our predictions, because the first financier would not investigate, and the second would behave as in

our model.
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Bargaining power.We give the financier most of the bargaining power, subject only to the threat of outside

competition. In Bernhardt and Krasa [5] we allow the entrepreneur to choose among incentive compatible

informed equity, informed debt and uninformed finance, where the entrepreneur can set the terms of funding

given that (i) it must be incentive compatible for the financier to investigate, and (ii) extend funding. We

characterize how the form of finance depends on the project’s characteristics, and show that, even with all

bargaining power it is not optimal for the entrepreneur to extract all surplus from venture capitalists.

Outside payoff.We assume thatw is common knowledge. In practice, the entrepreneur’s outside opportunity

may vary with the entrepreneur, and be private information to the entrepreneur. For example, suppose that

the entrepreneur’s opportunity cost is either high,wh, or low,wℓ. Then the contracting terms can be chosen

so that the types are either pooled or separated, with resulting implications forthe lemons problem that

uninformed investors face. With separation, one type receives either nofinance or uninformed finance, and

the other type may receive informed finance. The question then becomes: How does the financier design the

contracts to separate or pool types optimally?

6 Conclusion

This paper shows how potential competition affects the type of funding that an entrepreneur can expect to

receive. Very generally, we characterize which ex-ante project types may receive venture capital finance,

angel finance, or bank finance at the initial stage of funding, and whichprojects are unable to obtain finance.

We also derive the consequences for the nature of the information acquisition decisions of the financier and

the contract that he offers. As we have emphasized, the resulting equilibrium outcomes can reconcile many

empirical regularities. Further, our basic model can be extended to consider important questions about the

relationship between project characteristics and the form of finance.

Finally, we observe that the economic principles that we identify are germaneto other economic envi-

ronments. For example, in competitive labor environments, an employer may be reluctant to investigate its

employees’ abilities in order to place them efficiently in job assignments to the extent that competing firms

can free ride on the information that is revealed by the ultimate job assignment.
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7 Appendix

Proof of Theorem 1. First, note that constraints (1) and (2) of Problem 1 are necessary. Otherwise, there

would be no lemons problem for uninformed investors, and the financier could not recover costsc. At date

t = 1 the financier selects a contingent contract that maximizes his expected profit. Thus, the equilibrium

valuesk andqX solve Problem 1.

Conversely, assume thatkI andq I
X solve Problem 1 and that financier profits are non-negative. Then,

givenkI andq I
X, investors cannot make a profitable offer. Next, it is immediate that the entrepreneur prefers

informed to uninformed finance att = 0: Constraint (2) implies thatkU ≥ kI , where equality holds only if

constraint (2) binds. Note that the entrepreneur receivesw when funding is not offered.

There are two possible signals with informed finance:σX(q I
X) = x̄ andσX(q I

X) = 0. WhenσX(q I
X) =

x̄, comparing informed and uninformed finance, ifkU > kI , the entrepreneur is strictly better off with

informed finance, and ifkU = kI , he is indifferent. Now considerσX(q I
X) = 0. With informed finance,

the entrepreneur would not be funded, and hence would receivew. With uninformed finance,kU ≥ kI and

the fact that constraint (1) binds forkI implies that with uninformed finance, the entrepreneur’s expected

payoff is less than or equal tow. Hence, the entrepreneur is indifferent to informed and uninformed finance

if kU = kI , and he stricly prefers informed finance ifkU > kI .

It remains to prove that the financier cannot improve by offering hands-on finance whenγ is large

enough and that finance is offered if and only ifσX(qX) = x̄. Assume the financier offers a hands-on

contract where funding is provided if and only ifσX(qX) = x̄ and the recommended actionσ8(q8) = ai is

chosen. Letk be the financier’s share. Then investors can compete with a hands-off contract with sharẽk

that fulfills

E[(1 − k̃)X(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄] + ǫ1 > E[(1 − k)X(a j )|σX(qX) = x̄, σ8(1) = a j ] +
∑

j

pa j ǫ j . (3)

First, assume there is no lemons problem for investors, i.e.,

E[(1 − k̃)X(a1)|σX(qX) = 0] + ǫ1 < w. (4)

Then if E[k̃X(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄] > 1, investors would be prepared to offer this contract, and the entrepreneur

would choose it if and only if he receives an offer from the financier, i.e., if and only ifσX(qX) = x̄. But then

the financier’s equilibrium profits are−c, a contradiction to equilibrium. Thus,E[k̃X(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄] ≤ 1.

For γ close to 1, (3) andǫ1 − ǫ2 > 0 imply k̃ > k, so thatE[kX(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄] < 1, i.e., the financier

would lose money, a contradiction.
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We can therefore assume that there is a lemons problem for investors, i.e.,

E[(1 − k̃)X(a1)|σX(qX) = 0] + ǫ1 ≥ w. (5)

For investors not to find undercutting profitable,E[k̃X(a1)] ≤ 1 for all k̃ that fulfill (3), and therefore also

for k̃ that solves

E[(1 − k̃)X(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄] + ǫ1 = E[(1 − k)X(a j )|σX(qX) = x̄, σ8(1) = a j ] +
∑

j

pa j ǫ j . (6)

Equation (6) implies that the entrepreneur’s payoff from the hands-on contract is the same as that from

a hands-off contract with sharẽk (and the sameqX). But for γ sufficiently high, total financier-plus-

entrepreneur surplus is lower if actiona2 is chosen whenσ8(q8) = a2. Because the entrepreneur’s payoff is

the same for both contracts, it follows that the financier’s payoff must be lower under the hands-on contract.

It is immediate that hands-on finance cannot be offered independent ofσX: whenγ is close to 1, total

surplus is increased by choosinga1 even whenσ8(q8) = a2. Then, for anyk that would earn the financier

positive expected profit, uninformed investors would be willing to offer a contract with sharẽk < k that

would be preferred by the entrepreneur, so that the financier cannotcover his information costs.

Now, we consider equilibria with hands-off finance. First, assume that finance is extended if and only if

σX(qX) = x̄ andσ8(q8) = a1. ThenE[kX(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄, σ8(q8) = a1] > 1. Otherwise, the financier

could not recover costsc. Therefore, ifγ is sufficiently large, we getE[kX(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄, σ8(q8) =
a2] > 1. Hence the financier would also extend finance whenσ8(q8) = a2, a contradiction. Second, assume

that finance is extended if and only ifσ8(q8) = a1. Then for the financier to recover costsc, it must be

that E[kX(a1)|σ8(q8) = a1] > 1. Thus,E[kX(a1)|σ8(q8) = a2] > 1 for γ sufficiently large. Hence, an

investor could profitably undercut, by offering a share that is marginally less thank, a contradiction. Third,

the same argument applies to the case where finance is offered except when σX(qX) = 0, σ8(q8) = a2.

Fourth, it is not possible to have informed finance where finance is extended independent of the signals, as

investors could profitably undercut any sharek that covers the financier’s costsc. Finally, note that if it is

optimal to offer finance whenσX(qX) = y andσ8(q8) = a2 then it must be optimal to offer finance when

σX(qX) = y andσ8(q8) = a1. Therefore, we have exhausted all cases, i.e., we have shown that only the

only form of informed finance that could arise is hands-on finance where funding is offered if and only if

σX(qX) = x̄.

Proof of Theorem 2. To prove the theorem we solve Problem 1. Note that constraint 1 must always bind.

Otherwise, we could increaseqX thereby increasing the financier’s payoff. If only constraint 1 binds,then
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we can solve constraint 1 fork and substitutek into the objective. The optimalqX can then be derived by

taking the derivative with respect toqX. Fork, qX > 0, their optimal values are

k = 1 −
√

(1 − pX)(w − ǫ1)

pX x̄(pa1 + γ pa2)
, and qX = 1 −

√

w − ǫ1

pX x̄(1 − pX)(pa1 + γ pa2)
.

Substitutingk andqX into the objective of Problem 1 yields the financier’s maximized payoffs,

(1 − pX)(w − ǫ1) + pXx(pa1 + γ pa2) − c − pX − 2
√

pX x̄(pa1 + γ pa2)(1 − pX)(w − ǫ1). (7)

Taking the second derivative with respect topX yields
√

x̄(w − ǫ1)(pa1 + γ pa2)

2p3/2
X (1 − pX)3/2

> 0,

which implies that the financier’s payoff is convex inpX. We next show that the profit function is strictly

increasing. Note thatqX < 1. Otherwise, constraint 1 is violated. Now fix thek andqX that are optimal

given pX. Then constraint 1 is slack for the samek andqX if we raise pX to p′
x. This follows because

E[(1 − k)X(a1)|σX(qX) = 0] = (1 − qX)pX x̄(1 − k) is a strictly increasing function ofpX. We can

therefore increasek andqX, which strictly increases the financier’s expected payoff.

Next, note thatk is increasing inpX. Therefore, there exists̄pX such that constraint 2 binds for all

pX > p̄X. If both constraints of Problem 1 bind, then the optimal values ofqX andk are determined solely

by the constraints. Substituting these values ofqX andk into the argument yields the financier payoff

− (1 − pX)(w − ǫ1)

pX x̄(pa1 + γ pa2) − 1
+ 1 − c − pX. (8)

The second derivative with respect topX is

−2x̄(w − ǫ1)(pa1 + γ pa2)(x̄(pa1 + γ pa2) − 1)

(pX x̄(pa1 + γ pa2) − 1)3
.

Constraint 2 implies that the denominator and the last factor in the numerator areboth strictly positive.

Becausew − ǫ1 > 0 the financier’s payoff is therefore concave inpX. Therefore, the maximum financier

payoff is obtained when both constraints bind. Now note that constraint 1 implies E[(1−k)X(a1)]+ǫ1 > w.

Adding this to constraint 2 yieldsE[X(a1)] > w−ǫ1+1, i.e., the project has a positive ex-ante NPV. Finally,

substitutingpX = 1 into the solution yields financier profits of−c. Intuitively, were gross financier profits

positive, uninformed investors could risklessly undercut. Hence, sufficiently safe projects cannot obtain

informed finance.

Proof of Theorem 3. Fix the expected project payoff, EP= pX x̄(pa1 + pa2γ ). Then decreasingpX while

keeping EP fixed increases the variance. It follows from Theorem 1 that Problem 1 applies.
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Assume first that only constraint 1 of Problem 1 binds. Substituting EP into (7) yields

(1 − pX)(w − ǫ1) + EP− c − pX − 2
√

EP(1 − pX)(w − ǫ1). (9)

The second derivative of (9) with respect topX is
√

(w−ǫ1)EP
2(1−pX)3/2 > 0. Therefore, the financier’s payoff is convex

in pX if we maximize subject to constraint 1 only. Next, assume that both constraints bind. Then the

financier’s payoff is given by (8). Substituting EP yields

−(1 − pX)(w − ǫ1)

EP− 1
+ (1 − pX) − c, (10)

which is a linear function ofpX. Financier optimization implies that this line is tangent to (9). Note that

if pX = 1 then the payoff (10) is−c, i.e., informed finance is not feasible. Moreover, ifpX = 1 then

constraint 2 binds. Therefore, constraint 2 binds for allpX between the tangency pointpt
X and pX = 1.

If the slope of (10) is negative, then convexity implies that the slope of (9) isnegative for allpX ≤ pt
X.

Therefore, the financier’s payoff is a declining function ofpX and hence an increasing function of the

project’s variance. Finally, assume that (10) has a positive slope. Theninformed finance is not feasible if

both constraints of Problem 1 bind. At the tangency pointpt
X both the value of (9) and its derivative with

respect topX are negative. Therefore, if finance is feasible atpX < pt
X, i.e. if (9) is positive, then convexity

of (9) implies that there is âpX such that (9) is declining inpX for pX < p̂X. Again, this implies that

increasing the project’s variance raises the financier’s payoff.

Finally, note that if the variance is small enough thenpX is near 1. Theorem 2 therefore implies that

informed finance is infeasible.

Lemma 1 Consider a hands-on equilibrium in the stage 3 subgame and suppose thatin this subgame the

financier selects the recommended action and offers funding independently of σX(qX). Then the financier’s

payoff would be strictly higher in a stage 3 subgame in which qX = q8 = 1 and the financier offers funding

only whenσX(qX) = x̄ .

Proof. If finance is offered independent ofσX(qX) then we can assume without loss of generality that

qX = 0. It is also optimal for the financier to chooseq8 = 1. We will show that the financier earns higher

expected profits settingqX = q8 = 1 and financing if and only ifσX(qX) = x̄.

Definek̃i implicitly by

E[(1 − k̃i )X(ai )] + ǫi = E[(1 − k)X(a j )|σ8(q8) = a j ] +
∑

j

pa j ǫ j . (11)
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Note that in equilibrium

E[k̃i X(ai )] ≤ 1 (12)

E[(1 − k)X(ai )|σ8(q8) = ai ] +
∑

i

pai ǫi ≥ w, (13)

where one of these inequalities must hold as an equality. If not, the financiercould increasek marginally

and raise his expected profits.

Assume first that (12) holds with equality. The financier’s expected profit is pXkx̄ − 1 − c. Using (11)

and (12) we can solve fork. Substituting this value ofk into the financier’s expected profit yields

(1 − pa1)
[

pX x̄(1 − γ ) − (ǫ1 − ǫ2)
]

. (14)

Now assume that the financier choosesqX = q8 = 1. Then finance is only offered when the project paysx̄,

earning the financier a profit of

(1 − pa1)
[

pX x̄(1 − γ ) − pX(ǫ1 − ǫ2)
]

. (15)

Becauseǫ1 − ǫ2 > 0 it immediately follows that (15) is greater than (14). Finally, note that the share

k̃ is higher in the original equilibrium. The right-hand side of (11) is the entrepreneur’s expected payoff

when finance is extended. Therefore, if (13) holds for the original equilibrium then it holds also when

qX = q8 = 1.

Now assume that (12) holds with a strict inequality and that (13) holds with equality for the contract

offered whenqX = 0.

WhenqX = 1, if k′ is the share offered by the financier, then the contingent contract must give the

entrepreneur at least his outside payoff,

∑

i

pai

(

E[(1 − k′)X(ai )|σ8(q8) = ai , σX(qX) = x̄] + ǫi

)

≥ w. (16)

If (16) holds with equality thenk′ > k. Therefore, the financier is strictly better off. If (16) does not hold

with equality, then (12) must hold as an equality, and the first part of the argument again implies that the

financier is strictly better off.

Proof of Theorem 4. Step 1: If an equilibrium with informed finance exist under the conditions of

Theorem 4, then hands-on contracts are offered and finance is extended if and only ifσX(qX) = x̄ .

Lemma 1 excludes hands-on contract where finance is offered independent ofσX. It is therefore suffi-

cient to show that equilibria with hands-off finance do not exist.
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Step 1.1: Finance is offered if and only ifσX(qX) = x̄.

The contingent contract must solve Problem 1. Letk1, qX be the solution. Let̃k = k1, and definek by

constraint 1 of Problem 2. ThenqX, k, andk̃ fulfill the constraints of Problem 2. The entrepreneur’s payoff

remains unchanged. However, ifǫ2 − ǫ1 is sufficiently small then the total surplus is increased because the

recommended action is always chosen, so that, the financier, as the residual claimant, must have a strictly

higher payoff.

Step 1.2: Finance is offered if and only ifσX(qX) = x̄ andσ8 = a1.

Assume the financier offers a sharek2. For the financier to be able to recover costsc, there must be a

lemons problem for investors, i.e.,

E[(1 − k2)X(a1)|(σX(qX), σ8(q8)) 6= (x̄, a1)] + ǫ1 ≥ w, (17)

and

E[k2X(a1)] ≤ 1. (18)

Moreover,

E[k2X(a1)|σX(qX) = 0, σ8(q8) = a1] ≤ 1 (19)

must hold. Otherwise, the financier would offer funding also whenσX(qX) = 0 andσ8(q8) = a1. Keeping

the financier’s expected payoffE[k2X(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄, σ8(q8) = a1] fixed, reduceqX to q′
X and increase

q8 to q′
8 such that (19) remains satisfied. Then we get eitherq′

8 = 1 or

E[k2X(a1)|σX(q′
X) = 0, σ8(q′

8) = a1] = 1. (20)

First assume thatq′
8 = 1. Then ifγ is small,

E[(1 − k2)X(a1)|σX(q′
X) = x̄, σ8(1) = a2] + ǫ1 < w. (21)

By constructionE[k2X(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄, σ8(q8) = a1] = E[k2X(a1)|σX(q′
X) = x̄, σ8(1) = a1], and

hence,

E[(1 − k2)X(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄, σ8(q8) = a1] = E[(1 − k2)X(a1)|σX(q′
X) = x̄, σ8(1) = a1]. (22)

Also, note that the ex-ante probability thatσX(qX) = x̄ andσ8(q8) = a1 is pX pa1 and is therefore indepen-

dent ofqX andq8. Thus,

pX pa1 E[(1 − k2)X(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄, σ8(q8) = a1]

+ (1 − pX pa1)E[(1 − k2)X(a1)|(σX(qX), σ8(q8)) 6= (x̄, a1)]

= E[(1 − k2)X(a1)]

= pX pa1 E[(1 − k2)X(a1)|σX(q′
X) = x̄, σ8(1) = a1]

+ (1 − pX pa1)E[(1 − k2)X(a1)|(σX(q′
X), σ8(1)) 6= (x̄, a1)],
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which implies

E[(1 − k2)X(a1)|(σX(qX), σ8(q8)) 6= (x̄, a1)] = E[(1 − k2)X(a1)|(σX(q′
X), σ8(1)) 6= (x̄, a1)]. (23)

Then (17), (21), and (23) imply

E[(1 − k2)X(a1)|σX(q′
X) = 0] + ǫ1 ≥ w. (24)

Now let k̃ = k2. Definek implicitly by constraint 1 of Problem 2. Then(k̃, k, q′
X, q′

φ = 1) satisfy the

constraints of Problem 2. Moreover, the payoff to the entrepreneur remains unchanged. However, as above,

the financier’s payoff is increased because whenǫ1 − ǫ2 is small, total surplus is increased by taking the

correct action choice.

Now assume that (19) holds with equality. Then we claim that

E[(1 − k2)X(a1)|σX(q′
X) = 0, σ8(q′

8) = a1] ≥ w − ǫ1. (25)

To see this, suppose that (25) is violated, i.e.,

E[(1 − k2)X(a1)|σX(q′
X) = 0, σ8(q′

8) = a1] < w − ǫ1. (26)

Note that

E[k2X(a1)|σX(q′
X) = x̄, σ8(q′

8) = a2] < E[k2X(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄, σ8(q8) = a2] ≤ 1, (27)

where the first inequality follows becauseq′
X < qX andq′

8 > q8, anda1 is not the recommended ac-

tion; while the second inequality follows because the financier does not offer funding whenσX(qX) = x̄

andσ8(q8) = a2. Then (20) and (27) implyE[(1 − k2)X(a1)|σX(q′
X) = x̄, σ8(q′

8) = a2] ≤ E[(1 −
k2)X(a1)|σX(q′

X) = 0, σ8(q′
8) = a1]. Thus, (26) implies

E[(1 − k2)X(a1)|σX(q′
X) = x̄, σ8(q′

8) = a2] < w − ǫ1. (28)

Thus, (26) and (28) imply that (17) cannot hold. This establishes inequality (25).

Let k̃ = k2 and definek by

E[(1 − k̃)X(a1)] + ǫ1 = E[(1 − k)X(a j )|σ8(q8) = a j ] +
∑

j

pa j ǫ j . (29)

Assume that the financier offers a hands-on contract with sharek independent ofσX and that this contract

gives the entrepreneur at least his outside payoff. Ifǫ2 − ǫ1 is small thenk̃ < k. This and the fact that the

recommended action is chosen implies that the financier’s payoff is strictly increased whenσX(qX) = x̄.

Because (19) holds as an equality,k̃ < k implies that the financier’s payoff is also increased whenσX(qX) =
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0. Finally, assume that given sharek, the entrepreneur receives less than his outside payoffw. If ǫ1 − ǫ2

is small then (25) implies that a small reduction ofk̃ andk is sufficient to guarantee the entrepreneurw.

Therefore, the financier is again better off. Lemma 1 above proves that the financier can improve further by

offering an alternative hands-on contract if and only ifσX = x̄.

Step 1.3: Finance is offered if and only ifσ8(q8) = a1.

Let k3 be the share offered by the financier. Then for the financier to cover information costsc, there

must be a lemons problem for investors, i.e.,E[(1−k3)X(a1)|σ8(q8) = a2] +ǫ1 ≥ w andE[k3X(a1)] ≤ 1.

Chooseq8 = 1, qX = 0. Let k̃ = k3 and definek by (29). If ǫ1 − ǫ2 is small thenk̃ ≤ k. This and the fact

that the correct action is chosen makes the financier strictly better off. If the contingent contract does not

give the entrepreneur his outside payoffw then becauseǫ1 − ǫ2 is small, a slight reduction ofk andk̃ gives

the entrepreneur his requisite outside payoff. The financier’s payoffunder the hands-on contract remains

strictly higher than under the hands-off contract.

Step 1.4: Other Hands-off contracts.

Finally, note that if it is optimal to extend finance whenσ8(q8) = a2, then it is optimal to extend finance

whenσ8(q8) = a1. Therefore, we have exhausted all cases.

Step 2: The optimal k and qX solve Problem 2.It is immediate that the constraints of Problem 2 are

necessary. Therefore, at stage 2, the financier selects the contractthat maximizes his expected profit subject

to these constraints.

Step 3: Sufficiency of Problem 2.It remains to prove that the entrepreneur chooses informed finance

at stage 1. If constraints 2(a) and 2(b) apply then the argument is identical to that for Theorem 1. Now

suppose thatqX = 1 so that constraint 3(a) and 3(b) apply. LetkU be the share that an uninformed investor

would offer were the entrepreneur to select uninformed finance at stage 1, i.e.,E[kU X(a1)] = 1. If 3(a)

applies then it follows that̃k < kU , because in 3(a), expectations are conditioned on the project being viable.

If the project is not viable, then under uninformed finance, the entrepreneur receivesǫ1. Under informed

finance a project that is not viable is not funded and the entrepreneur receivesw. Becausew − ǫ1 > 0, the

entrepreneur strictly prefers informed finance.

Finally, suppose that 3(a) is slack and that 3(b) binds. ThenkU > k̃ implies that the entrepreneur would

receive strictly less thanw under uninformed finance. Under informed finance the entrepreneur receivesw.

Therefore the entrepreneur is willing to take informed finance.

Proof of Theorem 5. If constraint 3 in Problem 2 applies thenqX = q8 = 1. Next note that either

(3a) or (3b) must be slack. In both cases the financier’s payoff is a linear function ofpX. To see, this note
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that k̃ andk in (3a) and (3b), respectively, are independent ofpX becauseqX = 1. The same argument

implies that thek defined implicitly in constraint 1 is independent ofpX. As a consequence, the term

E[kX(ai )|σX(qX) = x̄, σ8(1) = ai ]−1 in the objective is also independent ofpX. Therefore, the financier’s

payoffs are linear inpX.

Next, assume that constraint (2a), but not (2b) applies. Then the financier’s payoff is determined alge-

braically as follows. Use constraint 1 to solve fork as a function of̃k and the remaining parameters. Then

use (2a) to eliminatẽk and substitute the resultingk into the objective of Problem 2. The first order condition

with respect toqX reveals thatqX = 1−
√

w−ǫ1√
pX(1−pX)x̄

, which in turn determinesk. Substitutingk andqX into

the objective determines the financier’s payoff. The second derivative of this payoff with respect topX is

√
(w − ǫ1)x̄

2(pX(1 − pX))3/2
> 0.

Therefore, the financier’s payoff is convex.

To show that the financier’s payoff when only (2a) binds is strictly increasing in pX, let qX, k̃, andk, be

the optimal values givenpX. Then constraint (2a) becomes slack for the same values ofk̃ andqX if pX is

increased. Next, fixing̃k in constraint 1 and raisingpX increases the implied solution fork. Therefore the

financier’s expected payoff strictly increases.

If both (2a) and (2b) bind thenqX, k̃, andk are computed directly from these constraints. Specifically,

(2b) determines̃k. Substituting this value of̃k into (2a) yieldsqX. Finally, substituting both of these values

into constraint 1, determinesk. SubstitutingqX andk into the objective determines the financier’s expected

payoff. The second derivative of this payoff with respect topX is

−
2x̄(w − ǫ1)

(

E[X(a1)|σX(1) = x̄] − 1
)

(

E[X(a1)] − 1
)3 . (30)

Constraint (2a) implies that̃k < 1. This, and constraint (2b) then imply that the denominator of (30) is

strictly positive. This, in turn, implies thatE[X(a1)|σX(1) = x̄] > 1. Therefore, (30) is negative.

It follows from the above that the two payoff functions must be tangent atsome valuep̂2
X. Because the

convex part is strictly increasing, it follows that (2b) binds only ifpX > p̂2
X.

Note that when (3b) binds, constraint (2a) can never be satisfied. In this casep̂3
X = 1. Algebra also

reveals that atpX = 1, the financier’s payoff is the same when (2a) and (2b) bind to determineqX andk, as

whenqX = 1 and (3a) binds to determinek.

Next we show that if (3a) applies for some value ofpX then (3a) also applies for all smaller values of

pX. First, consider the case where the slope of the financier’s payoff atpX = 1 assuming that (2a) and (2b)

bind is less than or equal to the slope of the payoff function when (3a) applies. Thenp̂3
X = 1. In particular,
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concavity of the financier’s payoff function when (2a) and (2b) bind,immediately implies that the financier

prefers to setqX = 1, i.e., constraint (3a) binds. Next, note that atpX = 0 the financier’s expected payoff

when constraint (3a) binds is−c.

Above, we have shown that there exists apX sufficiently small, such that the solution of Problem 2

subject only to constraints (2a) and 1 yields a financier payoff of less than −c. It follows that for even

smaller values ofpX, constraints 4 and (2a) cannot be simultaneously satisfied. It follows thatthe solution

to Problem 2 when (3a) applies gives strictly higher payoffs than when (2a) applies.

Next, consider the case where the slope of the financier’s payoff atpX = 1 when (2a) and (2b) both

apply/bind exceeds the slope of the payoff function when (3a) applies. The same reasoning as above implies

that there exists âp3
X such that it is optimal for the financier to maximize subject to (3a) whenpX < p̂3

X,

and to maximize subject to constraint 2 whenpX > p̂3
X.

The final statement follows immediately, asc does not affect the choice ofqX, k, andk̃ in Problem 2.

Lemma 2 In an equilibrium with hands-on contracts, interests are not aligned if and only if k̃ > k.

Proof. In particular,k̃ > k and constraint 1 of Problem 2 imply
∑

j

pa j E[(1 − k)X(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄, σ8(q8) = a j ] + ǫ1

= E[(1 − k)X(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄] + ǫ1 > E[(1 − k)X(a j )|σX(qX) = x̄, σ8(q8) = a j ] +
∑

j

pa j ǫ j .
(31)

Subtractingpa1

(

E[(1 − k)X(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄] + ǫ1
)

from both sides of (31) and dividing bypa2 yields

E[(1 − k)X(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄, σ8(q8) = a2] + ǫ1 > E[(1 − k)X(a2)|σX(qX) = x̄, σ8(q8) = a2] + ǫ2,

i.e., the entrepreneur prefers actiona1 when actiona2 is recommended. Becauseq8 = 1, the financier

always prefers choosing the recommended action. Therefore, interests are not aligned.

Proof of Theorem 7. First suppose thatE[X(a1)] ≤ 1. Therefore, constraint (2b) of Problem 2 can

never apply, ask < 1. SinceE[X(a1)|σX(1) = x̄] > 1, there exist, 0< k < 1 andqX < 1 such that

E[kX(a1)|σX(qX) = x̄] > 1. Hence, financier profits are strictly positive ifc is small. If w andǫ1 are

sufficiently small then constraint (2a) is satisfied. Next, we verify that constraint 3 does not apply.

Assume thatqX = 1. Then ifw − ǫ1 is small, we claim that constraint (3a) is tighter than (3b). To

see this, note that the financier’s payoff subject to constraints (3a) or (3b) is linear in pX. At pX = 0

the payoffs are the same. AtpX = 1 the payoff difference is 1+ w − ǫ1 − x̄(pa1 + (1 − pa1)γ ) =
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1+w − ǫ1 − E[X(a1)|σX(1) = x̄]. By assumption,E[X(a1)|σX(1) = x̄] > 1, so that this payoff difference

is negative. Therefore, constraint (3b) is slack.

Computing the difference in financier payoffs between using constraint (2a) and constraint (3a), asw−ǫ1

converges to 0 yieldspX(x̄(pa1 + (1− pa1)γ ) − 1) > 0. Therefore, choosingqX < 1 is strictly better when

w − ǫ1 is small.

Computingk − k̃ when constraint (2a) applies, forw − ǫ1 → 0 yields (ǫ1 − ǫ2)(pa1 − 1)/x̄ < 0.

Therefore,̃k > k whenw − ǫ1 is small. Lemma 2 then implies that interests are not aligned.

Now suppose thatE[X(a1)] > 1. First, assume that it is optimal to chooseqX < 1. Then both constraint

(2a) and (2b) apply. In particular, assume by contradiction that (2b) is slack. If w − ǫ1 is sufficiently small,

thenk is close to 1. Thus,E[X(a1)] > 1 impliesE[kX(a1)] > 1.

If qX = 1 is optimal then the argument of the proof of Theorem 7 shows that only constraint (3a) applies.

If we compute the financier’s payoff from usingqX < 1 minus the financier’s payoff fromqX = 1 and let

w − ǫ1 converge to 0 then we get 1− pX. Therefore, ifw − ǫ1 is small it is optimal to chooseqX < 1.

Lemma 2 implies that interest are aligned if and only ifk − k̃ ≥ 0. Asw − ǫ1 converges to 0,

k − k̃ = ((1 − pa1)γ + pa1)(pX x̄(1 − γ ) − (ǫ1 − ǫ2)) − (1 − γ ).

Re-arranging we see that this is positive if and only if

E[X(a1)] = ((1 − pa1)γ + pa1)pX x̄ > 1 + (ǫ1 − ǫ2)

1 − γ
(1 − pa1)γ + pa1).

Sinceγ andw are small, interests are only aligned if the project has a sufficiently large ex-ante NPV.

Proof of Theorem 8. The proof follows that of Theorem 3.
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